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the meaning of importance is the quality or state of
being important consequence how to use importance in a
sentence synonym discussion of importance the object
has a relationship to the subject in its importance so
to is most appropriate that is the importance of an
object to a subject so in the example the importance of
money to someone noun u us ɪmˈpɔːr t ə ns uk ɪmˈpɔː t ə
ns add to word list b1 the quality of being important
importance of the health report stresses the importance
of fresh food in a diet attach importance to she
attaches a lot of importance to personal possessions
fewer examples noun u uk ɪmˈpɔː t ə ns us ɪmˈpɔːr t ə
ns add to word list b1 the quality of being important
importance of the health report stresses the importance
of fresh food in a diet attach importance to she
attaches a lot of importance to personal possessions
fewer examples importance consequence significance
moment all signify something valuable influential or
worthy of note importance is the most general of these
assigning exceptional or notable value or influence to
a person or thing the importance of einstein s
discoveries importance is the state of being greatly
significant if you re invited to your cousin s wedding
and your friend s circus themed birthday party on the
same day you ll have to decide which event has more
importance to you the importance of something is the
fact of it being significant valued or necessary in a
particular situation uncountable the quality of being
important she stressed the importance of careful
preparation to emphasize highlight the importance of
something he understands the importance of getting the
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details right they attach great importance to the
project the relative importance of the two ideas
importance meaning definition what is importance the
quality of being important learn more importance
consequence significance moment all signify something
valuable influential or worthy of note importance is
the most general of these assigning exceptional or
notable value or influence to a person or thing the
importance of einstein s discoveries the quality or
state of being important value or significance the
teacher lectured the students on the importance of
mutual respect a medical discovery of great major
importance a very important medical discovery synonyms
for importance significance import consequence
magnitude gravity value moment weight antonyms of
importance insignificance smallness triviality
littleness worthlessness shame pettiness dishonor
important meaning 1 necessary or of great value 2
having great effect or influence 3 necessary or of
great learn more looking for an answer to the question
of why is education important we address this query
with a focus on how education can transform society
through the way we interact with our environment in a
world of more virtual interactions than physical human
connection is now more important than ever here are
some benefits to social connection mental health boost
because different circumstances can affect your mental
health we ll be highlighting risk factors and signs
that may indicate mental distress but most importantly
we ll dive into why mental health is so important
definition of importance noun in oxford advanced
american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
improves your self image and self confidence helps you
spend more time outdoors the american heart association
recommends at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity
aerobic activity each week you can knock that out in
just 30 minutes a day 5 days a week this article will
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tackle everything and anything you would need to know
about why water is important including why we need to
drink water what happens when we don t get enough and
the effect in addition to appropriate nutrition and
nurturing health interventions such as routine
vaccinations could reduce infectious disease burden in
early childhood and thereby help break the
intergenerational cycle of poverty poor health and low
income



importance definition meaning merriam
webster May 11 2024
the meaning of importance is the quality or state of
being important consequence how to use importance in a
sentence synonym discussion of importance

word choice importance of to or
importance of for Apr 10 2024
the object has a relationship to the subject in its
importance so to is most appropriate that is the
importance of an object to a subject so in the example
the importance of money to someone

importance definition in the
cambridge english dictionary Mar 09
2024
noun u us ɪmˈpɔːr t ə ns uk ɪmˈpɔː t ə ns add to word
list b1 the quality of being important importance of
the health report stresses the importance of fresh food
in a diet attach importance to she attaches a lot of
importance to personal possessions fewer examples

importance english meaning cambridge
dictionary Feb 08 2024
noun u uk ɪmˈpɔː t ə ns us ɪmˈpɔːr t ə ns add to word
list b1 the quality of being important importance of
the health report stresses the importance of fresh food
in a diet attach importance to she attaches a lot of
importance to personal possessions fewer examples



importance definition meaning
dictionary com Jan 07 2024
importance consequence significance moment all signify
something valuable influential or worthy of note
importance is the most general of these assigning
exceptional or notable value or influence to a person
or thing the importance of einstein s discoveries

importance definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Dec 06 2023
importance is the state of being greatly significant if
you re invited to your cousin s wedding and your friend
s circus themed birthday party on the same day you ll
have to decide which event has more importance to you

importance definition and meaning
collins english dictionary Nov 05
2023
the importance of something is the fact of it being
significant valued or necessary in a particular
situation

importance noun definition pictures
pronunciation and Oct 04 2023
uncountable the quality of being important she stressed
the importance of careful preparation to emphasize
highlight the importance of something he understands
the importance of getting the details right they attach
great importance to the project the relative importance
of the two ideas



importance meaning of importance in
longman dictionary of Sep 03 2023
importance meaning definition what is importance the
quality of being important learn more

importance wordreference com
dictionary of english Aug 02 2023
importance consequence significance moment all signify
something valuable influential or worthy of note
importance is the most general of these assigning
exceptional or notable value or influence to a person
or thing the importance of einstein s discoveries

importance definition meaning
britannica dictionary Jul 01 2023
the quality or state of being important value or
significance the teacher lectured the students on the
importance of mutual respect a medical discovery of
great major importance a very important medical
discovery

importance synonyms 74 similar and
opposite words merriam May 31 2023
synonyms for importance significance import consequence
magnitude gravity value moment weight antonyms of
importance insignificance smallness triviality
littleness worthlessness shame pettiness dishonor



important definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Apr 29 2023
important meaning 1 necessary or of great value 2
having great effect or influence 3 necessary or of
great learn more

why is education important the power
of an educated society Mar 29 2023
looking for an answer to the question of why is
education important we address this query with a focus
on how education can transform society through the way
we interact with our environment

human connection why it s important i
psych central Feb 25 2023
in a world of more virtual interactions than physical
human connection is now more important than ever here
are some benefits to social connection mental health
boost

the importance of mental health
verywell mind Jan 27 2023
because different circumstances can affect your mental
health we ll be highlighting risk factors and signs
that may indicate mental distress but most importantly
we ll dive into why mental health is so important

importance noun definition pictures



pronunciation and Dec 26 2022
definition of importance noun in oxford advanced
american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

why is physical activity so important
for health and well Nov 24 2022
improves your self image and self confidence helps you
spend more time outdoors the american heart association
recommends at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity
aerobic activity each week you can knock that out in
just 30 minutes a day 5 days a week

why is water important live science
Oct 24 2022
this article will tackle everything and anything you
would need to know about why water is important
including why we need to drink water what happens when
we don t get enough and the effect

why vaccines matter understanding the
broader health Sep 22 2022
in addition to appropriate nutrition and nurturing
health interventions such as routine vaccinations could
reduce infectious disease burden in early childhood and
thereby help break the intergenerational cycle of
poverty poor health and low income
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